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is called pace 
 
fred 
 
paz 
 
salaam 
 
paz 
 
peace in estonian is called rahu 
 
uh what is peace for me um i think that it's a feeling first of all like when you feel good with yourself 
and you feel good with other people and i think it's also like a condition 
because um when like in the world you can say if there is peace or there is no peace so in in this 
sense it's like a condition and it's a condition where people are are feeling good where there are no 
problems no trouble and yeah people are feeling good 
 
i would say well peace obviously like from a very very like simple point of view would be like the 
absence of conflict so but i would say that peace could be more complex than that that you could go 
so far to say that peace could be harmony peace could be like being able to live together in a society 
not without issues per se but um without like confrontation violent confrontation 
uh peace for me uh has many different layers so i would say at the most basic layer his absence of 
violence for myself for my family for friends absence of war or conflict but if i would go more deeply 
into the topic there is for me maybe there are more things to consider for example like financial 
freedom or freedom from for also women's rights you have it's so many different things that you can 
consider when you talk about peace 
 
what is peace um i would say that peace is the absence of fear for yourself or anyone around you uh 
regardless of well yeah kind of like the freedom to do what you want and to not feel fear as a 
consequence of your actions or your day-to-day life or your opinions i think 
 
i have no idea well the absence of violence i guess okay 
 
i think that peace is a world where no one is fighting um different religions and different cultures can 
live together in peace in harmony without having any conflict between each other that's what i think  
 
i i just think of peace as something to really like to continuously work for something that like isn't not 
to be taken for granted because that could be uh very dangerous if we start thinking in terms of a 
piece of something permanent 
 
peace for me is like feel safe safe all the time and not and not feel like everything is going it's going to 
happen and will make danger for me or for the ones that i like 
 
today just being comfortable in myself and with people around me and yeah kind of contentment as 
well i think 
 
based on dialogue and i feel like that's what a country can do for the own peace of the country like 
every problem that the country has tried to be solved on dialogue or like making deals and not with 



weapons and war and for other countries is trying to have kind of discourse based on a peaceful 
discourse like a dialogue to other countries and not incentivize the aid in other countries 
 
um like attitudes and values add up and combined with other like socioeconomic factors can i create 
a situation where peace is no longer the state of things 
 
i associate with peace um just being like calmness if i hear the word i feel like if somebody says peace 
is like a place of balance like being balanced being calm having the right to pursue my own happiness 
and people around me having the ability to do the same 
 
i don't know like happiness no fighting um tranquility maybe like generosity people being kind to 
people that aren't from the same like culture or ethnic background as them um maybe more 
personally for me peace would be like feeling relaxed and comfortable like not on a world level but 
yeah 
 
something that we should aspire to but i don't think we're ever gonna get 
 
so um yes i think we can all do like our small part like even if you think it's not doing a lot it actually is 
like if everyone's doing it then put all that together and makes a difference 
 


